Energy Institute Mission

Policy
- Two major policy studies/yr.
- Testimony, briefings
- Energy/Environment
- Energy/Water
- International/National
- Energy economics
- Energy trade
- Journalist information

Education
- Support energy course creation
- Graduate Portfolio Program (GPP) in Energy Studies
- UT Energy Symposium
- Energy-related conferences
- Energy Institute speaker bureau
- Educational videos
- Longhorn Energy student club
- Develop database and portal on www.energy.utexas.edu

Research
- Annual compilation of energy research funding (who, what, how much)
- UT Energy Bulletin (monthly)
- University-wide point of contact for industry
- Organize multidisciplinary research teams for large federal grants (e.g., IGERT)
- Seed grants for faculty
- Monthly lunches with researchers (school rotation)
- EI Faculty Affiliates

Commercialization
- Encourage student energy entrepreneurs
- Student travel grants
- Interface with Austin Technology Incubator
- Oil/gas commercialization
- Assist Austin Chamber of Commerce in energy company recruitment
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